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Fiery Bases of a Community and Group Life - Part III

All who arrive to the life of the Community are, in essence, attracted by the Spiritual Hierarchy
itself. This means that these souls have an inner commitment with the Divine Plan of Creation.

But this commitment is not egalitarian, which is to say, each commitment of the self-summoned
represents a cycle in which the consciousness is invited to live within the school that represents it
along its evolutionary path.

The commitment of the potential members of a Community is based upon their ardent faith and
upon their consciousness, which will gradually mature as the conditions of this experience may
become more favorable and as this group experience may integrate all the possible elements, so that
the consciousness that has just arrived may be able to go through its inner, spiritual and physical
transition.

In this sense, the Hierarchy represents the impulses of the Community through their material and
physical counterparts. That is to say, everything that is in matter must also evolve and achieve an
ever-greater degree of correspondence.

For this reason, each self-summoned is placed, according to what they feel, in the task that resonates
with them through affinity and attunement so that, in this way, they may begin to live the school of
maturity that is being offered to them.

However, attention: the tasks or the responsibilities in a Community are not static, nor can they be
appropriated by its members.

The spirit of altruistic and unconditional service allows its members to perceive that the cycle of the
tasks can change or be modified.

The purpose is to expand the material sphere into something purely spiritual and, thus, to be able to
understand, from the heart, that everything has its timing and cycle.

Community tasks forge or awaken the constant effort of the disciple, but the task also forges or
awakens the opportunity for inner transcendence.

It is important to perceive that, within a Community, the task is not the epicenter of spiritual life,
but rather it is one of the pieces that make the Law of Rhythm and Order function even in the
material sphere.

Therefore, within the school of the Community, each sector represents the phase or the moment that
each person needs to live, without losing the sense of balance or inner and physical harmony.
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I thank you for keeping My Words in your hearts!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Jesus Christ


